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ABSTRACT

The NASA Office of Aeronautics, Exploration, and Technology (OAET) supports an electric
propulsion research and technology program aimed at providing high-performance electric
propulsion system options for a broad range of both near- and far-term missions. This program is
conducted through both the Lewis Research Center (LeRC) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) and includes research on electrothermal, electrostatic, and electromagnetic propulsion
system technologies. This paper provides an overview of this program with a focus on recent
progress.

INTRODUCTION orbit maintainance for Space Station
Freedom (SSF); 2) advanced SEPS and

After four decades of research and SP-100 NEPS-class for Earth-space orbit

technology (R&T) development programs, transfer and robotic planetary missions; and

the benefits of electric propulsion systems 3) very high power systems to support major

are now being realized in low power on orbit space missions including the Space

applications and evolutionary growth, as Exploration Initiative (SEI).
shown in Figure 1, is anticipated. Atdisparate sion
present, 0.5 kW-class electrically augmented To cover widely disparate mission profiles,
hydrazine thrusters (EHT's) are being used he NASA program includes research on

for North-South Stationkeeping (NSSK) of electrothermal, electrostatic, and

geosynchronous commercial electromagnetic systems and is conducted

communications satelllites (Refs. 1,2) and through the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
and the Lewis Research Center (LeRC).very low power, pulsed plasma thrusters are and the Lewis Research Cente (LeRC).

in use for precise orbit control on U.S. Navy This paper will review present electric

satellites (Refs. 3,4). Recently, 1.8 kW arcjet propulsion programs, recent progress, and

systems have been baselined for NSSK on a future directions.

series of AT&T communications satellites
(Ref. 5). This represents a watershed event ELECTROTHERMAL SYSTEMS
in electric propulsion and should open the
door for the use of other, high performance Over the past several years, the NASA

electric propulsion systems. The program focused significant emphasis on

evolutionary NASA electric propulsion the development of low power arcjets for

program emphasis lies in the development electric propulsion as they represent the

of propulsion systems for three classes of next step in the evolutionary growth of the

missions: 1) near term auxiliary propulsion field. In order to maximize the expectations

applications such as NSSK for next for successful application of these devices,

generation communications satellites and the low power arcjet program includes work
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on system development and spacecraft To overcome this difficulty, changes in the
integration. The arcjet effort has now been electrode geometry and flow pattern were
expanded to address technology implemented in the next generation arcjet
extensions such as very low power, design and a pulse-width modulated (PWM)
hydrazine devices for power limited satellites power processing unit (PPU) with an
(i. e. 0.1 - 1 kW) and higher performance, integrated high voltage pulsed starting
hydrazine devices for future commercial circuit was designed to replace the ballasted
communications satellites. Other NASA dc supply used initially (Refs. 8,9). These
program elements include: 1) multipropellant changes resulted in reliable, nondamaging
resistojets for drag make-up on Space arcjet startups. Shortly after this, an
Station Freedom (SSF); 2) joint programs autonomous, 1000 hour/500 cycle lifetest of
with both SDIO/IST and the Air Force to a modular laboratory arcjet was successfully
examine high power arcjets for Earth-space completed (Ref. 10). In this same time
orbit transfer missions; 3) an extensive effort frame, a complementary contractual effort to
directed toward the development and examine hydrazine arcjets was started at the
experimental verification of nozzle, plume Rocket Research Company (RRC). Under
flow models; and 5) microwave this program, successful testing of arcjet
electrothermal thruster development efforts. thrusters on hydrazine was performed (Ref.

11).
Hvdrazine Arc ets

RRC also performed a survey of the user
Over the past eight years, LeRC maintained community to develop a set of generic
a broadly based program aimed at the interface requirements for communications
development of low power arcjets for satellites. Based on this, two flight-type, 1.4
auxiliary propulsion. The main focus of the kW arcjet systems including thruster, PPU,
program was to advance kW-class hydrazine and hydrazine gas generator were designed
arcjet system technology to flight ready and fabricated. A photograph of one of the
status for stationkeeping applications on flight-type arcjets is shown in Figure 2.
geosynchronous communications satellites. Thermomechanical qualification tests were
Arcjet thrusters, operated on hydrazine to successfully performed on one of these
maintain compatibility with existing systems and the system was then subjected
spacecraft systems, can provide a 1.5 to 2.5 to an autonomous cycled lifetest. Both the
increase in specific impulse over chemical thruster and PPU perfomed nominally
and resistojet thrusters now in use for this throughout this test and a mission average
application. In a typical mission, this would specific impulse of more than 450 s was
translate into a mass savings of several achieved (Refs. 12,13). The gas generator,
hundred kilograms of propellant which could however, failed and was replaced after 680
be used to increase satellite life and/or hours due to a buildup of non-volatile
payload fraction, or to reduce the launch residuals (NVR) in the injection tube. To
vehicle class. In-house, industrial, and improve gas generator life, a dual inlet
university efforts were supported to develop injector was designed and fabricated and a
a better understanding of fundamental successful 900 hour/900 cycle test of this
physical phenomena important to the device device was performed. Subsequently, RRC
and to provide the information necessary for developed a thermally modified single
the successful development and integration injector design under IRAD funding and this
of flight-type systems. device was subsequently tested for more

than 900 hours under a NASA contract.
Initial testing under the current program was
carried out at LeRC with arcjet hardware A significant fraction of the low power arcjet
developed in the early 1960's for a low R&T effort has been focused on addressing
power hydrogen arcjet flight test (Refs. 6,7). integration issues critical to successful flight
In these tests, the performance values application. A user community survey early
obtained using hydrogen/nitrogen mixtures in the program indicated that major user
to simulate the decomposition products of concerns were the impacts of the partially
hydrazine were quite encouraging. Ignition ionized arcjet plume on both up and
and transition to a steady state operating downlink communications signals and
condition was difficult, however, and conducted and radiated EMI. Other issues
significant electrode erosion was observed.
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were contamination, thermal and momentum satellite was installed near the arcjet system
exchange, and radiated energy (IR to UV). in TRW's 30 foot diameter space simulation

chamber as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 (a)
To understand the impacts of the plume on shows a schematic of the test arrangement,
communications signals, it is essential to fully and a photograph of the apparatus in the
document the plume characteristics. For chamber is shown in Figure 4 (b). The arcjet
this, a number of experiments were was powered by the FLTSATCOM battery
performed at LeRC in which electrostatic simulator and hydrazine propellant was
probes were used to measure electron used. An array of antennas and probes were
number densities and temperatures in arcjet used to measure both conducted and
plumes (Refs. 14-16). A t typical plot radiated EMI and the spacecraft itself was
showing showing electron number densities used as a diagnostic as telemetry signals
versus position for a kW-class arcjet is shown were monitored throughout testing. Test
in Figure 3. The electrostatic probe data results showed that radiated emissions were
obtained in these experiments were used in within generally accepted limits in frequency
two separate analytical assessments of ranges above 500 MHz indicating that the
plume impacts on communications. In the high frequency communications links used
first, performed by Camey at LeRC (Ref. 17), on modern communications satellites should
a source flow equation was used to estimate not be affected by low power arcjet systems.
far field plume characteristics and the plume This result is consistent with experimental
was modeled as a plasma slab to estimate results obtained at LeRC using a lab model
the attenuation and phase shift of a 4 GHz arcjet run on hydrogen/nitrogen mixtures.
communications signal between transmitting Below 500 MHz, however, significant broad
and receiving antennas for propogation and narrow band signals were observed in
paths running parallel to and intersecting the the ASID testing. Some of this noise was
plume centerline. The results of this first directly attributable to the PPU and this will
order analysis indicated that impacts on be significantly reduced by design changes
transmission should be negligible for realistic in the next generation flight unit being
propogation paths. In the second study, a developed for the AT&T satellites. The low
group at the University of Texas at Austin frequency broad band noise observed may
used experimental plume data and a cold be an issue with some potential users and its
plasma model to approximate the source is not understood at this time. Similar
characteristics of the plume and then applied noise was not observed in the LeRC tests
geometrical optics to trace rays and the with laboratory hardware. This issue remains
transmitted fields through the open is being addressed under the current
inhomogeneous plasma. For this analysis, a LeRC in-house program and through a
configuration was chosen in which the signal cooperative program with General Electrics
was directed through the plume (a worst Astro-Space Division (GE/ASD). An array of
case scenario) and the plume characteristics calorimeters and radiometers were also used
were varied by changing the electron in the ASID test to provide information on
number density value imput to the plume convective and radiative thermal loads.
model. The conclusion of the UT group was Finally, witness plates were mounted on the
also that kW-class arcjet plumes should have solar panel used in the tests and at various
a negligilble impact on typical stations in the arcjet exhaust. After three
communications satellite signals (Ref. 18). hours of testing under high vacuum

conditions, visual inspections and weight
A number of the abovementioned measurements revealed no build-up of non-
integration issues were addressed in the volatile materials.
Arcjet System Integration Demonstration
(ASID) program performed by TRW, Inc. The assessment of integration issues will
under contract to LeRC (Refs. 19, 20). The continue to be an important part of the low
ASID effort was designed specifically to power arcjet program. Under a Space Act
demonstrate arcjet/spacecraft compatibility Agreement between LeRC and GE/ASD,
in a high fidelity test using one of the contamination of critical spacecraft surfaces
abovementioned 1.4 kW arcjet systems by arcjet plume constituents will be
developed at RRC and a satellite simulator in examined as will the EMI characteristics of a
a high quality vacuum facility. In these tests, flight-type system. Also, an experiment to
the FLTSATCOM qualification model
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address the thermal impacts of the plume program (Ref. 26,27). In this experiment,
using heat flux probes is planned at LeRC. the estimated BOL power level will be

approximately 10 kW to the arcjet.
In addition to the focused kW-class arcjet Depending on the final power system
program, efforts are also in progress to choice, this may degrade by EOL to about 3
extend low power arcjet technology for kW necessitating at least a 3 tol throttle
applications beyond the AT&T Telstar 4 range for the engines. The JPL program is
series. In one program, work is concentrated continuing under Air Force sponsorship with
on increasing specific impulse to 600 s or emphasis on demonstrating throttleability
more at the power level at the 1.8 kW power and life at 10 kW. In the recent past, JPL has
level specified for the AT&T system and on successfully characterized thruster
increasing power up to 2.5 kW anticipated to operation between 1.5 and 26 kW (Ref. 28).
be available on some next-generation As of this writing, a lifetest at the 10 kW
communications satellites. The program power level is in progress and over 1140
consists of both an in-house effort and a hours have been accumulated at at a specific
contracted effort at RRC. To date, a 1 - 5 kW impulse of approximately 650 s(Ref. 29).
PWM PPU has been designed and
fabricated (Ref. 21), a 300 hour lifetest of a A joint SDIO(IST)/NASA R&T program to
550 s, 2 kW thruster has been successfully develop hydrogen arcjet systems for solar
completed (Ref. 22), and a set of scaling electric orbit transfer vehicles (SEOTV) is
relationships for use in arcjet design have currently in progress. This program is multi-
been developed. Near term efforts will faceted, with major contributions from a
include parametric testing to provide a better number of universities, industry, and LeRC.
understanding of factors influencing Under this program, the University of
cathode erosion/deformation and device Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI) is
efficiency and stability limits, developing a numerical model to predict

hydrogen arcjet flow field characteristics,
Low power (0.1 - 1 kW) arcjets for power energy transfer modes, and performance
limited satellites are also the subject of on- (Refs. 30,31). Stanford University (SU) is
going research at LeRC. Early in this developing a suite of advanced diagnostics
program, operation at power levels below to characterize plume flows. The SU effort is0.5 kW was demonstrated over a wide range structured to provide both a fundamental
of conditions as shown in Figure 5 (Ref. 23). understanding of the dominant efficiency
More recently, a PPU designed specifically loss mechanisms which limit thruster
for sub-kW power levels was developed performance and data to address major
(Ref. 24) and a parametric investigation of integration concerns. To date, a continuous
thruster stability criteria and performance wave laser induced fluorescense technique
have been performed. has been used to obtain radial velocity

profiles across the nozzle exit plane (Ref.
High Power Arciets 32), emission spectroscopy experiments

have been performed to examine the
Over the past 5 years, JPL has conducted a degree of non-equilibrium and to estimate
study of ammonia arcjets for Earth-space electron temperatures, and an ultraviolet
orbit raising missions. Initially, this effort was light source has been developed for future
focused at the 25 - 30 kW power level and absorption experiments to quantify the
led to a thruster design which has been degree of dissociation in the flow (i. e. frozen
characterized and lifetested. This work was flow losses). An on-going program at Texas
summarized in 1990 (Ref. 25) and a number Tech University (TTU) is concentrated on
of issues such as cathode degradation and electrode phenomena, particularly as they
engine efficiency were identified for further apply to cathode degradation (Ref. 33,34).
research. The 26 kW engine design tested Very recent research has shown that whisker
most extensively by the Air Force is now growth, similar to that observed during an
being developed and modified for use in the endurance test of a 26 kW ammonia arcjet at
upcoming, Air Force sponsored Electric JPL (Ref. 25), is an issue under somePropulsion Space Experiment (ESEX) flight conditions in hydrogen arcjets. A specific
test (Ref. 26). This same engine design is emphasis of the TTU program is thealso baselined for use in the Electric determination of the effects of controllable
Insertion Transfer Experiment (ELITE) parameters such as PPU ripple, flow pattem,
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electrode geometry, and materials on possible that the observed trend was due to
cathode erosion. Under subcontract to TTU, convective cooling of the thruster, and a
RRC is examining the efficacy of a major effort is under way to examine the
chambered arcjet design. The design effects of facility pressure on operating
promotes recombination and was first characteristics with a 10 kW device. Also in
developed and tested at the 30 kW power the course of testing, a glow discharge
level by the Giannini Scientific Company in mode that occurs under some conditions
the early 1960's (Ref. 35,36). Test results and often hinders starting was identified.
from the Giannini program showed that Currently, a ballasted arrangement of
thruster efficiencies obtained with this laboratory power supplies assembled to
design were significantly higher than those provide adequate starting is in use in the
obtained with standard, constricted-arc high power tests. A more flight-like PPU
devices at specific impulses at or below based on the low power systems previously
1000 s. RRC has scaled the original design described has been built and is currently
for operation at the 10 kW level and will being being tested. This unit includes a
shortly begin testing. At the University of flexible, integrated high voltage-pulse
Stuttgart, very high power (30 - 100 kW) starting circuit. As noted above, whisker
arcjet research is being conducted. A growth at the cathode tip has been
thruster incorporating a water-cooled observed under some conditions in recent
cathode and a water-cooled segmented endurance tests on hydrogen at the 10 kW
anode has been fabricated and tested in the power level. Efforts complementary to the
Stuttgart research facility. These tests have TTU program are also under way at LeRC to
provided information on both energy examine this issue. Finally, extensive plume
deposition and current distributions across surveys using electrostatic probes have
the anode, and the device has been run at been performed to obtain electron number
power levels from 10 to 120 kW (Ref. 37). density and temperature profiles in the
Performance and life, thruster/PPU plume.
interface, and integration issues are being
addressed in the in-house effort at LeRC. Resistoiets
For this, two facilities have been equipped
as high power hydrogen arcjet test stands. Multipropellant resistojets to provide drag
One of these facilities (Figure 6) is designed make-up propulsion are currently baselined
for performance testing and is equipped with for SSF's final operating configuration.
a high precision thrust stand. The other is Design requirements for these devices differ
dedicated to long duration testing. As part significantly from those of most other
of this effort, a parametric investigation of thrusters as the application stresses long life
arcjet operating characteristics was and integration rather than performance
performed using a modular, radiation-cooled (Refs. 41-43). These resistojets are
thruster of the constricted arc design. The designed to run on a wide variety of waste
effects of chamber pressure and nozzle gases from the environmental control and
configuration have been explored and a life support system (ECLSS) in order to
single device has been throttled between 5 minimize both waste disposal and propellant
and 42 kW. Performance data from the best resupply problems. Engineering model
configuration tested to date are shown in thrusters incorporating grain stabilized
Figure 7 (Ref. 38). In addition to the testing platinum in both the heat exchanger and
performed at power levels above 5 kW, there nozzle were designed and fabricated under
is also an effort at LeRC to characterize and the NASA program by a team composed of
optimize the performance of hydrogen Rocketdyne and Technion. These devices
arcjets operated in the 1 - 5 kW range. As were successfully tested at LeRC on a wide
part of this effort, a critical evaluation of the variety of propellants (H2, He, N2, CH4, Ar,
thermal characteristics of these devices has CO2, air, and steam) and a 10,000 hr test
been performed as have parametric tests of was performed using CO2 and N2 as
the effect of anode configuration on propellants (Refs. 44-46). System
performance (Refs. 39,40). In the low power integration studies have also been
testing, thruster performance improved with performed (Refs. 47,48) and a power
decreasing background pressure and this controller was developed to enable thruster
effect could not be completely accounted operation from the high frequency power
for with a pressure-area correction. It is bus once baselined for SSF (Ref. 49).
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A number of "man-tended" low-Earth orbit expansion. In addition to the molecular CFD
(LEO) platforms have been proposed, work, a sophisticated continuum code based
including the Industrial Space Facility (ISF) on the Navier-Stokes equations and
(Ref. 50). Servicing of these platforms employing an implicit MacCormack numerical
would be provided from either the Space scheme is also being developed to model
Shuttle or SSF. In the ISF concept, water highly viscous internal nozzle flows (Ref.
resistojets were baselined for drag make-up 54). In parallel with these modeling efforts,
for safety and ease of integration. The SSF an experimental program is being carried out
multipropellant resistojets were designed to for the purpose of verifying the various
accept gaseous propellants. For use with codes. A reference nozzle design has been
liquid water, a zero-gravity steam generator selected, and a heater and nozzle apparatus
is required. A program to design a system that simulate a small thruster have beenincorporating such a device was initiated fabricated and run in a vacuum tank. Toand a "cyclone boiler" concept was tested. date, pitot pressures have been measured
While stable operation of this device on both at the exit plane and in the near- field
water was demonstrated, pool boiling was plume for carbon dioxide and nitrogen
observed under some experimental nozzle flows. Comparisons indicate thatconditions. Further R&T efforts will be results from the DSMC technique agreerequired to develop a flight-ready system quite well with measurements (Figure 9).and it is likely that a flight experiment will be
required to verify the technology. The overall objective of this part of the NASA

program is to provide an analytic capability for
Plume Characterizations the evaluation of the nozzle, transition and

rarefied regions of the plumes from electric
Continuum codes that have been thrusters. Each modeling scheme is unique
developed for the analysis of flows in large and applicable to particular regions of the
rockets are not necessarily applicable to the flow. The different codes are also
low-density, viscous flows characteristic of complementary and used in tandem. As
small electrothermal thrusters and are examples, the continuum solution provides
generally not applicable to the plumes of the inflow surface at the nozzle throat for the
these devices (Figure 8.). Further, existing DSMC method, and the DSMC solution can
codes for the analysis of rocket plumes do be used to provide the inflow surface at the
not adequately model the backflow region of nozzle exit plane for the far-field integral
small rockets. As part of the NASA plume method. Both the computational and
assessment program, several numerical experimental efforts will continue under this
techniques for low-density flow analysis, program. In the near term, experimental
based on kinetic theory and termed measurements will be made in a wider area ofmolecular CFD, are currently under the plume using free molecular probes.
development. Future efforts using electron beam

fluorescense and/or laser velocimetry are
One of the molecular CFD techniques planned. Computationally, the existing
utilizes the method of Direct Simulation techniques will be refined and advances inMonte Carlo (DSMC). This method has computer capabilities will be leveraged torecently been applied to the internal and improve accuracy and speed.
near-field plume flow of a resistojet nozzle
(Ref. 51). A technique which uses an Microwave Electrothermal Thrusters
integral method applied directly to the
Boltzmann equation is under development A microwave electrothermal concept (MET)This method is particularly useful for is under development at LeRC. In concept,describing the the far-field and backflow input microwave power is absorbed by a highregions of the plume which are characterized pressure plasma discharge sustained in theprimarily by free-molecular flow (Ref. 52). A flowing propellant. The energy absorbed inthird code, in which a finite difference the discharge tube raises the propellantscheme is applied to the Boltzmann enthalpy and the heated propellant is thenequation (Ref. 53) has also been developed exhausted through a conventional nozzle toand was recently applied to model the produce thrust. The discharge is initiatedeffects of finite facility pressure on plume and maintained by exciting and tuning a
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single resonant mode in a cylindrical cavity or
a coaxial applicator (Ref. 55). In the advanced concepts program at JPL, a

MET concept, in which the microwave
The principal potential advantage of the MET energy is added to the gas stream in both
is that it is electrodeless. The energy used the subsonic and supersonic regions of the
to heat the propellant is transmitted from a thruster, is being studied. The theoretical
remote source and directly absorbed by the investigation currently in progress is
plasma. Since there are no electrodes or designed to provide a better understanding
heating elements in direct contact with the of the relevant heating mechanisms and to
heated propellant, energy loss and erosion determine whether microwave energy can
mechanisms associated with these be coupled to a supersonic gas flow under
components in other electric thrusters are conditions characteristic of a propulsion
eliminated. The discharge volume, shape, device. Potential benefits of supersonic
and location in the MET can be controlled, heating include higher specific impulse,
within limits, by variables such as the possibly above 2000 s with hydrogen, or
propellant flowrate and pattern, the increased efficiency which could result from
discharge chamber pressure, the input a lower static gas temperature. To evaluate
microwave power level, and applied DC this concept, simplified calculations have
magnetic fields. The microwave energy been performed to investigate various flow
absorption efficiency in the MET is very parameters in an electrothermal thruster in
high, typically 98 % at the low power levels which heat is added in both the subsonic
tested to date, and propellant thermal and supersonic regions of a
efficiencies up to about 60 % have been converging/diverging nozzle. The point
observed (Ref. 55). The MET concept is not design used for the analyses was based on a
propellant specific and offers excellent numerical analysis by Knecht and Micci (Ref.
throttling characteristics. 57). For the calculations, hydrogen

propellant was considered. Frictional
Under the LeRC MET development effects, dissociation, and variations of
program, a facility to test the concept at specific heat with temperature were
power levels up to 30 kW at a frequency of neglected. The results of the simplified
915 MHz is under construction (Ref. 56). A analysis suggest a potential for substantial
cylindrical microwave cavity providing for increases in specific impulse through the
internal tuning has been fabricated and its addition of supersonic heating.
operation verified. A microwave generator
has been installed and tested to full power In most thermal rockets, including the MET, a
with water loads. A phase shifter-tuner to large change in stagnation temperature
permit continuous variation of the microwave occurs upstream of the throat. The flow is
power applied to the cavity has been accelerated to sonic velocity (ideally) at the
installed and tested. The test apparatus is throat and then to supersonic velocity in the
also being equipped with a magnetic nozzle. diverging section of the nozzle. The gas
For this, a superconducting magnet capable temperature in the boundary layer near the
of field strengths of up to 5.75 T in the wall approaches the stagnation temperature.
nozzle region will be used. It is anticipated The heat flux to the walls is determined by
that the magnetic field will compress the the boundary layer temperature and density
residual plasma in this region, thereby and, in most devices, the heat flux at the
reducing wall heating and promoting throat limits the total energy that can be
recombination. The magnetic field should added to the gas. In practice, the stagnation
also serve to stabilize the plasma in the temperature at the throat is limited to a value
cavity. In addition to the experimental effort, dependent on material properties,
a two dimensional kinetics code is being propellant mass flow rate, and wall cooling
used to predict MET performance. The capabilities. By adding energy in the
effects of the magnetic pressure created in supersonic region, where the stagnation
the magnetic nozzle are included in these temperature limit is higher, it should be
calculations. Analytical results to date possible to increase thruster performance.
suggest that a specific impulse approaching To evaluate the concept a number of issues
2000 s may be feasible using hydrogen as must be understood: 1) the electron density
the propellant at chamber pressures up to in the supersonic heating region; 2) the
10 atmospheres. microwave attenuation of the supersonic
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flow; 3) the kinetics of the thermal energy and/or current density limits (Refs. 63,64).
transfer from electrons to heavy species; The "derated" approach eliminates known
and, 4) boundary layer effects. These life limiting issues, increases the thrust-to-
issues are the subject of the on-going, power ratio, reduces flight qualification
detailed theoretical investigation that is times, and provides a growth option to
expected to lead to an experimental study of primary propulsion applications.
a device of this type.

A plot of thrust-to-power versus specific
ELECTROSTATIC SYSTEMS impulse for the various systems currently

under development is shown in Figure 10.
Ion thruster systems have been under This plot shows that, at a nominal power level
continuous development since the 1960's of 0.64 kW, the derated thruster provides up
and are the most mature of the high specific to 40 percent more thrust than Japanese
impulse electric propulsion devices. These and European thrusters (Ref. 63). Higher
thrusters have demonstrated specific thrust levels significantly reduce system
impulse capability in the 1500 s to 10,000 s qualification times and cost as well as ground
range (Ref. 58). Past NASA efforts have operation time in a mission application.
included very large scale development Because the derated thruster operates at
efforts and flight tests to demonstrate the low current density, low discharge voltage,
technology. A history of the NASA and low negative grid voltages, erosion rates
development program is shown in Table 1 of the positive and negative grids are
(Ref. 58). A low power auxiliary propulsion estimated to be a minimum of 16 and 41
system was also developed and integrated times lower than those in the smaller
as an experiment on a US Air Force satellite, thrusters when operated at the same power
but not flown (Ref. 59). The NASA ion level. This is shown graphically in Figure 11.
propulsion program is concentrated The grid erosion rates are, in fact, negligible
exclusively on inert gas thruster systems in the derated approach as the projected
(Xe, Kr, Ar) because they simplify spacecraft grid life is over 100,000 hours (Ref. 65). At
integration and do not pose contamination 0.64 kW, the life of the derated thruster has
issues. The current programs are focused been estimated to be in excess of 40,000
on the development of a "derated" 30 cm hours based on the existing lifetime data
xenon thruster for auxiliary propulsion (0.5 - base for hollow cathodes.
5 kW), 5 to 10 kW xenon and krypton
thrusters for solar electric propulsion (SEP) A recent study indicated that satellite mass in
missions in Earth- and planetary space, and geosynchronous orbit decreases by
high power systems for high power SEP or approximately 17 kilogram per kilogram
nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) reduction in thruster mass (Ref. 60).
applications. Because of this, an effort aimed at reducing

the mass and volume of the 30 cm design is
Auxiliary Propulsion in progress at LeRC. The partial-conic

chamber design, shown in Figure 12, has
For NSSK functions on geosynchronous recently been implemented. This design
satellites and for the maneuvering of reduced the thruster mass to 9 kg and the
spacecraft and platforms, low power ion overall volume by 40 % without impacting
propulsion systems offer significant mass the performance (Ref. 63). Goals of the
benefits over state-of-art chemical systems derated ion thruster program are to develop
(Refs. 60-62). To optimize the expectations an engineering model thruster with a mass of
for the implementation of ion systems for under 7 kg, to perform diagnostic vibration
one or more of these applications, a low risk, tests, to document critical thermal interfaces,
derated ion thruster system is being brought to characterize thruster plume and field
to the advanced development level through impacts on spacecraft systems, and to
efforts at LeRC. In the "derated" approach, a demonstrate thruster life.
30 cm diameter thruster, developed in prior
program efforts, is operated at a fraction of its SEPS/SP-100 NEPS-Class Propulsion
design/demonstrated power level (Ref. 63).
Ion thrusters being developed for NSSK Thruster systems operated on krypton or
under other programs are small compared to xenon, at power levels of 5 to 10 kW, are
the 30 cm design and operate near thermal candidates for Earth-space orbit raising and
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maneuvering functions and for SEP or NEP indicated that cathode starting can be
planetary missions (Refs. 58,66,67). Recent accomplished simply by applying a voltage
work in this area has focused on the boost to the anode. Neither the main
definition of a 5 kW xenon engineering cathode nor the neutralizer exhibited
model thruster, life verification, power performance degradation over the course of
processor requirements definition, and the the endurance test. Post test inspection of
establishment of protocols and procedures these components revealed redeposition of
necessary to maximize the repeatability and tungsten in the vicinity of the cathode
transportability of results (Ref. 68). A 30 cm orifices (Ref. 68) and microanalysis of the
diameter, ring-cusp ion thruster was cathodes indicated a need for improvements
developed and tests have shown that it in cathode propellant feed system
operates at specific impulse in the range of cleanliness and in starting protocols (Ref.
3800 to 4000 s, and an overall thruster 71).
efficiency between 0.67 and 0.72. Early
thrusters tested utilized cylindrical discharge In the near term, the baseline, partial conic
chambers (Ref. 68). Recent, mass- chambered thruster will be characterized
optimized versions use the partial conic with xenon and krypton at LeRC and
chamber design described in the last modifications to the magnetic circuit, the
section. In this thruster design, the ring-cusp propellant injection system, and the cathode
magnetic circuit employed produces strong orifice will be made to insure thruster
magnetic fields for plasma containment and operation at low discharge voltage and high
control at the discharge chamber boundary propellant utilization efficiency.
and this eliminates the need for pole pieces
or baffles in the vicinity of the cathode. Major Aside from the abovementioned tests, there
components used in these thrusters have a is little long term, hollow cathode operating
strong heritage from the SEPS Technology experience with inert gases, especially at
Program (Ref. 69) and more recent xenon emission currents above 15 A. Until
thruster development efforts (Refs. recently, no long term tests of xenon hollow
63,64,68). cathodes had been performed at the

emission current levels required for 5 kW-
A cylindrical chambered, 5 kW xenon class engine operation. At JPL, a 5,000
thruster, shown schematically in Figure 13 hour endurance test of a 6.35 mm hollow
was endurance tested in order to verify the cathode was recently completed at an
design and extended operation with only emission current of 25 A (Ref. 72). During
four active power supplies, and to identify this test, the cathode orifice diameter
life-limiting erosion mechanisms. The eroded from 1.80 mm to 2.08 mm resulting
ultimate program goal is to validate the in a final emission current to orifice diameter
10,000 hour operational capability required ratio of approximately 12 A/mm. This is the
for typical Earth-space and planetary mission value of the scaling parameter
applications. The extended test verified recommended by Kaufman previously for
magnetic circuit design, the choice of the design of long lived cathodes (Ref. 73).
discharge chamber materials, and the Post-test inspection of this cathode also
cathode design. There was negligible revealed tungsten deposits on the interior
deposition within the discharge chamber surface of the the insert and x-ray diffraction
and no evidence of spalled material. Erosion analyses of the insert indicated that the
of the internal ion extraction grid was also original low work function impregnant was
found to be negligible. The endurance test completely depleted by the end of the test.
was terminated at about 900 hours due to The successful completion of the scheduled
damage of the neutralizer assembly on 5,000 hour test is a promising result. The
restart of the thruster after a propellant potential for long-life operation was indicated
supply bottle change. The cause of this and this area is continuing to be explored.
damage was traced to gradual movement of Analyses of materials sputtered from the
the neutralizer keeper electrode mounting walls and anode of the hollow cathode test
structure. A neutralizer optimization effort apparatus provided physical evidence
has been initiated at LeRC (Ref. 70). The supporting a cathode jet phenomena in
test results also dictated the elimination of a which energetic ions are produced during
starting cathode electrode which showed hollow cathode operation at emission
significant erosion. Subsequent testing has currents above 20 A.
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density when compared to a 30 cm thruster
Other experiments at JPL have operated at the same beam current. Figure
demonstrated that the addition of a small 15 shows the power and thrust capabilities
percentage (by mass) of nitrogen to the of the 30 cm and 50 cm diameter thrusters
xenon propellant can reduce sputter erosion (Refs. 76,77). From the figure it can be seen
rates of interior ion engine surfaces by a that the thrust level provided by the 50 cm
factor of between 8 and 50 depending on design is lower than that obtained using the
the sputtered material (Ref. 74). These 30 kW device. The 50 cm thruster ion optics
experiments have indicated that the have a lower ion extraction capability due to
relationship between the measured erosion imperfections in fabrication (Ref. 76). To
rates and the amount of nitrogen added to date, extended testing of the 50 cm thruster
the propellant is strongly non-linear as has not been performed and only a few
shown in Figure 14. The optimum fraction hundred hours of operation have been
for the conditions tested was approximately accumulated in the course of optimization
1 % nitrogen by mass and the addition of this efforts.
small amount of nitrogen has a negligible
effect on overall engine performance. The JPL is presently investigating the use of the
substantial reductions in component erosion recently discovered C60 molecule, known
rates obtained via the addition of nitrogen to as buckminsterfullerine, as a propellant for
the propellant may facilitate the electrostatic propulsion. This molecule is
development of high power ion engines, attractive because of its low ionization
Long duration tests to investigate the potential, high ionization cross section, very
effects of the added nitrogen on cathode life high molecular weight, and storability.
are currently in progress as is an Based on the known properties of C60,
experimental investigation of the erosion fullerine-based ion propulsion systems
rate reduction mechanism. Originally, it was could mitiagate a major engineering
hypothesized that the nitrogen formed a constraint by allowing large grid spacings
sputter resistant metal nitride film on the and could provide both relatively high thrust
surface of the material being eroded. levels and efficiencies significantly above
Recent tests have failed to substantiate this those attainable with xenon at moderate
hypothesis and, in fact, show that for the specific impulse (1000 - 2000 s). Thismaterials being tested, the metal nitrides research has just begun and several
actually have a higher erosion rates than the important questions about the viability of thiscorresponding base metals (Ref. 75). propellant must be answered in the near

future. To this end, a facility for producing
Experiments have shown that charge C60 molecules has been assembled andexchange erosion of the negative grid is tests to quantify its physical properties are inenhanced by facility background gas. It has progress.
been estimated that erosion of the negative
grid would limit ground tests of 5 kW,30 cm MW NEPS-Class Primary Propulsion
diameter thrusters of the baseline design to
about 6,000 hours at an ambient facility 10 to 40 kWclass krypton and argon ion
background pressure near 2x10-3 Pa (Ref. thruster technology is being advanced for
68). In space, the negative grid lifetime Earth-space orbit raising, SEP planetary
should be on the order of 11,500 hours exploration, and robotic precursor
(Ref. 65). 50 cm engines, as described in explorations of NEP. As noteic precursor
the next section, are currently under study section, performance increases should be
for high power (Pe > 10 kW) applications. To attainable through improvements in ion
mitigate life issues and reduce risks in lower extraction capabilities. To tvemens in ion
power applications, the use of this size ex t rac t i o n aabiiti T o hi end, efforts

are under way to improve grid fabricationengine in a "derated" mode is being methods (Ref. 77) and to develop improvedexplored. Large ring-cusp thrusters can be thermal models for the assessment of grid
operated at low ion current densities to movement under thermal load (Ref. 78).
greatly extend grid extraction lifetimes and m o v e m e nt u n d e r thermal load (Ref. 78).geatly extend grid extraction lifetimes and Figure 16 shows improved ion extractionease thermal design requirements, obtained through alignment of theAssuming comparable performance of the molybdenum grain direction prior to the
ion optics, the 50 cm thruster provides a molybdenum g r ain d ire c t io n p rio r to th eion optics, the 50 cm thruster provides a dishing process, improving grid set
factor of three reduction in the ion current alignment before hydroforming via addition

alignment before hydroforming via addition
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of additional notches at the edge of the power ion engines; reduction in individual
grids, and through improved care in handling hollow cathode emission current
of large molybdenum sheet stock. (Ref. 77). requirements; improved fault tolerance; and
A 15 g random vibration test has been reduced vacuum system pumping speed
performed to evaluate the mechanical requirements for engine development
integrity of the 50 cm ion optics. While grid testing. This segmented ion thruster (SIT)
displacements as large as 0.5 mm were approach should enable the development of
estimated, inspection revealed no damage 100-kW class argon ion engines for
(Ref. 76). operation at a specific impulse of 10,000 s.

For example, a combination of six 30 cm
A design improvement to the 50 cm thruster diameter ion chambers operating as a single
has been implemented under the LeRC engine should be able to process more than
program in which the discharge chamber 100 kW. Such a SIT could be assembled
magnetic circuit was reconfigured with 5 now and operated from a single power
magnetic rings, rather than the 10 used in processor as shown in Figure 17. This
the original design. This effectively segmented design approach may also be
decreased the internal magnetic field to scalable to MW-class systems.
provide a flatter beam profile which, in turn,
reduced discharge chamber losses and An alternate approach to MW-class ion
improved propellant efficiency. The 50 cm engine design is to use a single thruster with
thruster has been operated on argon at segmented ion optics (SIO) to process the
power levels to 20 kW. At the 20 kW level, power. This concept utilizes a single ion
the specific impulse and thruster efficiency source with multiple discrete ion optics sets.
obtained were 8000 s and 0.72, Potential advantages, relative to lower power
respectively (Ref. 77). engines, include: low thruster mass and

comparatively lower fabrication costs (low
To mitigate against the high costs of long- parts count). This concept was discussed in
term wear tests of 50 cm hardware, an optical a recent study (Ref. 82) in which design and
diagnostic technique based on laser performance of the three major subsystems
induced fluorescense (LIF) was developed (ion production, ion extraction, and beam
to provide in-situ wear rate measurements. neutralization) were addressed using scaling
In this technique, the fluorescense signal relationships based on available data. The
from atoms sputtered from critical surfaces is operating point used in the study was 7800
related to the actual erosion rate via a s at an input power level of 1.25 MW. The
calibration procedure. This technique was estimated system specific mass was 0.49
successfully demonstrated using a xenon kg/kW assuming a 10 % contingency.
thruster in a test in which sputtered ions Regardless of concept, the ion optics
monitored resulted from impacts of charge represent the most challenging of the MW-
exchange ions on the negative grid (Ref. class ion thruster subsystems and the
79). design of this subsystem will, to first order,

drive overall thruster design and
The performance, life, and scaling relations performance.
for high power ion thrusters will become
increasingly important as the technology ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEMS
programs for the NEP element of the SEI
program evolve (Ref. 80). A continuing Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters
effort to further advance this technology is have the potential to provide high specific
anticipated under the NASA program. impulse at moderate thrust levels and the

NASA program is evaluating these devices
A design for large area, high power ion as candidates for SEI-class missions. The
engines has been developed which current program is directed toward
conceptually divides a single engine into a increasing the performance, lifetime and
combination of smaller discharge chambers power handling capabilities of the MPD
(or segments) configured to operate as a thruster.
single large area thruster (Ref. 81). Potential
benefits of the segmented design approach While magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD)
include: mitigation of the span-to-gap thrusters have been studied for over 25
problem central to the development of high- years they have yet to demonstrate the
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performance and lifetime required for primary on thrust, voltage, and electrode power
propulsion applications. However, the deposition at pressures above 0.1 Pa.
simplicity and robustness of their design
makes them attractive for major NASA In addition to direct performance
missions if this limitation can be overcome, measurements, considerable effort has
As discussed in a recent review paper (Ref. been placed on identifying and mitigating
83), past efforts have focussed principally on the dominant efficiency loss mechanisms.
multi-megawatt, self-induced magnetic field Calorimetric studies of electrode power
thrusters, and for the most part the work has deposition using both continuous (Ref. 84)
been performed at university laboratories, and segmented (Ref. 85) anodes clearly
The apparent inablility of the thrusters show that between 50 and 80% of the
studied in those efforts to provide the power input to the thruster is lost to the
required performance has forced a renewed anode at the power levels tested. This
emphasis on MPD thrusters with externally fraction was found to decrease with both
applied magnetic fields operated in test increasing anode radius and increasing
facilities permitting direct measurements of applied magnetic field strength. Plasma
thruster performance. In addition, efforts are property measurements, applied-field
underway to quantify the dominant strengths, and anode power deposition
performance loss mechanisms and establish show a striking correlation between the
their dependence on thruster geometry and electron Hall parameter and the anode fall
operating conditions. voltage, which may for the first time provide a

physical basis for improved MPD thruster
A major effort to establish the dependence anode designs. Plume property
of thrust efficiency and specific impulse on measurements at LeRC and Ohio State
applied-field thruster geometry was recently University have shown that applied magnetic
completed at LeRC (Ref. 84). A schematic fields can strongly confine the exhaust
of the water-cooled thrusters used for this plasma (Refs. 86,87). These measurements
effort is shown in Figure 18. In the also indicate that the applied-field can affect
parametric analysis, eight thruster the cathode power balance by increasing
configurations were tested. Both anode and the plasma density near the cathode surface
cathode radii and lengths were varied by a and reducing the radial plasma conductivity.
factor of two for the straight cylindrical At Princeton University, both theoretical and
thrusters, and a flared anode thruster was experimental studies of plasma instabilities
tested to obtain a preliminary assessment of (Refs. 88,89) in self-field MPD thrusters
the effect of electrode shape. Thruster have shown that these phenomena may
performance as a function of applied control the plasma transport properties,
magnetic field strength was obtained for a indicating that plasma microturbulence have
variety of propellant flow rates and discharge a substantial impact on loss mechanisms
currents, and for both argon and hydrogen within the plasma fluid. These studies have
propellants. The highest performance convincingly shown that the same instability
obtained was 3700 seconds specific mode is dominant in both 30 kW steady-
impulse at 20% efficiency using hydrogen state and multi-megawatt quasi-steady
propellant. Figure 19 shows the efficiency - thrusters. Not only will this aid in establishing
specific impulse characteristics for this techniques to control the transport
thruster for both argon and hydrogen. mechanisms, but it also has important
Performance results obtained using anode implications for the scaling of these devices.
radii varying from 2.5 to 5.1 cm indicate that Studies of thruster scaling have also been
while the smaller radius anode provides initiated in a cooperative program with Los
higher efficiency, the impact of the applied- Alamos National Laboratory, where they are
field increases dramatically for the larger using a large scale plasma gun with an anode
thrusters. Results obtained with the various diameter of 40 cm to study thruster
thruster geometries were used to establish operation at power levels up to 50
empirical geometric scaling relationships megawatts (Ref. 90).
valid for argon propellant at a discharge
current of 1000 A . The highest At JPL, the MPD thruster development
demonstrated thruster power was 220 kW program emphasis is directed to four main
(Ref. 84). These tests also revealed that the areas: performance of a radiation-cooled,
facility backpressure has a significant effect applied magnetic field MPD engine;
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component lifetime and thermal date, magnified photographs of hot cathode
management; diffuser design; and the surfaces have been taken through a vacuum
evaluation of alkali metal propellants. tank window 5 meters from the operating

engine. These photographs clearly show
Under the JPL program, both graphite and sharp radial variations in the cathode surface
tungsten anode/nozzles have been color with four distinct visible regions.
operated at steady state for periods of Photographic evidence also suggests the
several hours at arc powers to 60 kW (Ref. formation of tungsten whiskers in the
91). These anodes incorporated a configuration tested.
converging-diverging nozzle design and
during operation the throat of these devices Anode power dissipation in the MPD
was found to erode significantly. During the thruster is a primary energy sink and the
testing, the throats of the devices were major source of thruster inefficiency.
found to increase from their original 1.3 cm Thermal management represents a
diameter to approximately 3.2 cm. This significant challenge in these devices. At
erosion did not affect engine starting or JPL, a thermal model of the anode has been
steady state operating characteristics. The developed and this model will be refined for
initial cathode tip configuration was a 60 use in the study of design concepts in which
degree angle cone. This was changed in the waste heat is radiatively rejected from the
the course of the tests to a convex anode. Preliminary results suggest that the
hemispherical tip. The change was found to throat surface of the nozzle configuration
eliminate cathode tip melting at all power used in the experiments described above
levels tested (to 60 kW). This finding is in should reach the melting temperature if the
agreement with cathode tip modeling results heat transfer rate reached 500 watts/sq. cm.
described below. For performance
measurements, a unique, double-beam A limited study of the effects of a diffuser on
thrust stand has been developed. This background pressure has been completed.
apparatus is capable of simultaneous For this, a constant diameter diffuser was
measurement of the components of thrust tested in a large vacuum facility. For MPD
developed by the solenoidal electromagnet thruster operation with a propellant (argon)
ant the arc head itself. Results of initial test mass flow rate of 0.09 g/s, a magnetic field
measurements are currently under strength of 0 to 0.11 T, and arc powers
evaluation, between 5 and 35 kW, the diffuser was

effective in reducing background pressures
The cathode is the primary life limiting in the tank. In the tests, the maximum
component in MPD engines, and observed reduction was from 4.8 Pa with no
determining the reliability of a practical MPD diffuser tol.5 Pa with the diffuser. The
thruster system will require an reductions were found to increase with
understanding of the fundamental increasing magnetic field strength and arc
processes underlying cathode failure power.
modes. A continuing effort is focussed on
the development of a cathode thermal Finally, experiments performed in the United
model capable of predicting temperature States prior to the mid-1970's and in the
distributions, the primary parameter driving Soviet Union suggest that alkali metal
the most important cathode mass loss propellants may substantially improve
mechanisms. Preliminary cathode thermal thruster efficiency and extend cathode
modeling has predicted a lower surface lifetimes while significantly reducing facility
temperature for a convex hemispherical pumping requirements (Ref. 92). The
cathode tip than for a 60 degree included feasibility of future tests with alkali metal
angle conical tip. This analytical work will be propellants is currently under study as are
supported by experimental studies to be the spacecraft contamination issues
performed in a new, high-current cathode presented by the easily condensible
test facility. The experimental work will propellants.
include cathode endurance testing,
measurement of surface temperature In addition to the MPD thruster efforts, an
distributions, diagnostics of the plasma electrodeless, electromagnetic Electron-
environment near the cathode surface, and Cyclotron-Resonance (ECR) plasma engine
an exploration of new cathode materials. To is also being investigated at JPL.
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Calculations indicate that this type of thruster initially at a specified velocity and position inhas the theoretical potential to deliver a cylindrically symmetric system ismoderate to high specific impulse, long life addressed. A strictly longitudinal appliedand high unit power handling capability. The field is assumed. Although random thermaldevice should be able to process a number energy effects are neglected in the coldof propellants, some of which would not be plasma approximation assumed in theuseable with other electric thruster calculations, the important effect of theconcepts. plasma enthalpy is included as the energy
and magnetic dipole moment associatedThe major objective of the ECR research with electron Larmor motion perpendicular toprogram has been to develop the first magnetic field lines. The results of thisquantitative theoretical model of the calculation indicate that the ECR plasmaoperation of the engine. To accomplish this, accelerator can be used to produce a plasmaboth analytical and experimental studies beam which detaches from the field of thehave been performed (Ref. 93). The magnetic nozzle even without collision-theoretical aspect of this effort consists of induced cross-field diffusion and withouttwo separate modeling efforts. The first is ohmic heating of the plasma driven bythe development of a quasi-one- azimuthal currents. Further, the magnitudedimensional, three component model for the of the beam divergence losses can beunderstanding of the effects of radiation and controlled through adjustment of the shapenonequilibrium. The second, less extensive of the field of the magnetic nozzle.effort, is directed toward the development of Significant future work will be required toa two dimensional model for the prediction of design optimized solenoids to provide a wellthe geometry of the plasma flow field in the collimated beam with minimum solenoidECR thruster (Ref. 94). Knowledge of the mass.

geometry of the flow field is required in the
assessment of potentially important losses While this first theoretical study has met withsuch as beam divergence. Tests on a good success, there remain a considerablelaboratory ECR accelerator have also been number of unknowns regarding the actualconducted and a number of diagnostic tools, performance potential of the ECR thruster.including a gridded energy analyser, a The research is viewed as the first criticalFaraday cup for current density analysis, stage in an overall development programLangmuir probes, emissive probes, and a which could provide a long lived, highdiamagnetic loop have been used to specific impulse system.measure parameters of interst (Ref. 95).

CONCLUSIONSIn the steady state quasi-one dimensional,
three component model of the accelerationthree component model of the acceleration Electric propulsion systems offer significantprocess, the three components included are benefits for a broad range of spacethe electrons, the ions, and the neutral gas. applications. It is likely that the use of electricWith this model, solutions for the plasma propulsion will follow an evolutionary pathdensity, gas atom density, axial velocity, and and major strides down this path have
each of the two components of the electron recently been taken with the acceptance of
temperature (i. e. perpendicular and parallel arcjets for use on commercial
to the magnetic field lines) can be obtained communications satellites and the baselining
Source terms are included to account for of the munications satellant res and the baselining
phenomena such as coupling of microwave of the multipropellant resistojet for orbitphenomena such as coupling of microwave maintainence on SSF. The NASA electricenergy into the plasma, collisional energy propulsion program continues to make
transfer between the parallel and progress in developing this technology forperpendicular components of the electron future space missions with heavy focus on

temperature, cross-field and ambipolar future space missions with heavy focus ontemperature, cross-field and ambipolar three classes of missions. These are 1) neardiffusion, ionization, and radiation. This term auxiliary propulsion applications; 2)
model has been used to provide quantitative advanced SEPS-classi and Spplications; 2)
predictions of physical parameters which are class missions; and 3) MW-class NEPS
tested experimentally. c la s s missions; and 3) MW-class NEPStested experimentallymission in support of SEI. The ongoing R&T

programs are structured to maximize theIn the simple two-dimensional, axisymmetric programs are structured to maximize the
model, the acceleration of a plasma which is expectations for use of electric propulsionSs systems in these potential applications and
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so the program includes efforts in the areas Hydrogen/Nitrogen Mixtures,"AIAA Paper
of systems analyses and integration issues No. 87-1061, May 1987. (NASA TM-
as well as thruster development. 89867).
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b) Photograph of apparatus in test chamber.

Figure 3. Electron number density versus position (ASID) the arcjet plumeration (Ref. 19, 20).
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Figure 14. Demonstrated performance of xenon and argon ion thrusters.
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Figure 9. Nozzle and near field plume analyses performed.
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Figure 11. Normalized component erosion rates for various thrusters (Ref. 63).

Figure 12. Schematic of a conic 30 cm derated ion thruster (Ref. 63).
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Figure 19. Efficiency versus specific impulse for argon and hydrogen (Ref. 84).
Thruster geometry: Anode radius - 2.5 cm; Anode length -7.6 cm;

Cathode radius - 0.64 cm; Cathode length - 7.6 cm.
Operating conditions: Discharge current - 750 A; Mass flow rate - 2.5 x 10 -5 kgls.
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